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Paris
Bistro
Couple Cooks Together Atop the Rims

P

aris. The word brings to mind food and
romance, and Billings’ couple Linn and
Laurie, who share the same name, embody
the essence of the charming city.

Linn and Laurie Paris live their romantic life on top of
Indian Cliffs. Their love and respect are obvious when they
talk of each other, and they beam when they talk of cooking
together in their beautiful kitchen constructed by Ventling
Building and Development.
The Paris’ house began as a vision. For years the couple
had dreamed of having a functional and beautiful kitchen in
which they could cook together, one of their favorite past54
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times. Now that the kitchen is a reality, they joke with builder
Mark Ventling about the “vision” and how much work was
involved. Ventling says “I brought Laurie’s vision to reality.”
Ventling formally drafted her plans, without the aid of a
formal architect. With solid ideas concretely presented on
paper, building proceeded on the project. During the seven
months of construction, Ventling constantly asked Laurie, half
jokingly, “How is the vision going?”
Laurie admits the house was built around the kitchen.
The couple loves to entertain. They wanted an open space
for informal gatherings, and one that was big enough so they
could cook together. The result is that roughly one-fifth of the
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5,600-square-foot home is dedicated to culinary endeavors.
Linn has been in the food business all his life. He began
washing dishes in his father’s restaurant, standing on a kettle
to help reach the sink. As he got older, he worked the dining
room performing tableside service. Later, he learned to cook,
taking on the night shift in the kitchen. Following stints at
the Holiday Inn in Cody and the Colonial in Helena, it was at
the Ramada Inn in Billings that Linn’s fate was sealed when
he met Laurie. For a short time they worked together, Laurie
serving as the sales director while Linn commanded the food
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service. Linn moved on to the Highlands Country Club, and
finally to Sysco Corporation, where he has worked for the
last 11 years as the healthcare business manager and training
developer.
For the last 19 years, Laurie has been the director of sales
at Rock Creek Resort in Red Lodge.
It is not surprising that the kitchen becomes the focus of
the Paris’ home once a visitor is inside. The eye immediately
moves to a red and black sign shouting “PARIS BISTRO”. The
sign, posted over the pantry door, leaves the guest imagining
what flavorful meals must have been created
in this kitchen. But, it is the free hanging
stainless steel Broan Rangemaster Provisa
hood that becomes the focal point. The hood
forms the front drop for the maple cabinets
stained in cherry and stands guard over the
Jenn-Air Pro-Style gas range. The range,
with six burners, a griddle, and a bake/broil
convection, and gas oven, is the centerpiece.
The stainless steel of the Kitchen Aid
refrigerator, microwave, warming drawer and
trash compactor glisten amongst the black
granite counters speckled with pearl flake.
Laurie loves to bake, confessing “I could
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make pies every day.” For the holidays
she begins baking cookies right after
Thanksgiving. She also makes brittle,
fudge, and caramels. She blames her
Norwegian heritage. Laurie’s passion
for baking makes her wish she had
more college students to send cookies
to, even though she sends a lot of her
creations to her son Riley, who is
attending Montana State University
in Bozeman. These days, what really
matters is that Linn’s favorite dessert
treat is Laurie’s rhubarb pie.
Linn’s expertise in cooking
becomes evident when Laurie raves
about his hollandaise sauce. And it
becomes even more apparent when
he speaks of utilizing a convection
oven to crisp the puff pastry wrapped
around an elegant beef  Wellington.
When showing off their 30-inch
warming drawer, sturdy commercialgrade pans await filling with
delectable food prepared by the Paris
duo.
Views abound from the kitchen.
Expansive nine-foot ceilings create
a sense of spaciousness. Linn and
Laurie have a front row seat to daily
sunrises and sunsets since none of
the cabinets obstruct the view. The
side cabinets, mounted from thin
metal rods attached to the ceiling,
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appear to float in free air and have glass on the front and
back allowing unencumbered views into the dining room.
A counter borders the kitchen with comfortable seating for
up to a dozen people. From the kitchen the cook can see
into the family room, watching the fire crackle in the stone
fireplace while staying connected with those in the room.
When Linn and Laurie do entertain, they plan the
meals together. Laurie does the shopping and all of the
baking. Clean-up is a joint effort. As the days come and go
above the Magic City, a handsome man with black curly
hair stares into a beautiful blond woman’s eyes, and she says
“We were made for each other.”

Businesses Involved
Ashley Furniture
Billings Marble and Granite
Pierce Flooring
Stockman Bank
Twin Elk
Rimrock Lighting
Ventling Building and Development Inc.
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